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ArtHouse Helsinki

Helsinki is an ethos.
A combination of cultural richness and quiet resilience—the city’s characteristic amalgam
of style and sisu—gave it the strength historically to withstand the imposition of foreign
cultures. Today Helsinki’s challenge is to resist the increasing genericization of cities in the
developed world, the result of a spreading homogeneity of high-end international taste
that corresponds exactly to increasing concentrations of wealth.
Contemporary civic development should aim for experiential distinctiveness without
buying into the iconism of expensive signature buildings: to conceive the architecture of
the next Helsinki as, in the words of Kirmo Mikkola, a means “to serve the society of the
masses.” The urban project is to be rethought as a scaffold for the incubation of artistic
and architectural ideas, fostering local creative agency in dialogue with civic identity as
much as with global culture.
To achieve these ends, this proposal takes the form of a network of art incubators that
empowers artists and integrates their work into the local communities. Simultaneously,
it is a housing expo distributed in space and time, showcasing the work of talented
emerging architects who are selected through non-exploitative design competitions. The
result, radical yet achievable, is a form of cultural infrastructure that evolves with the city,
its identity intertwined with Helsinki’s unmistakable personality.

Goals

Jakomäki
2020

1. Support regional artists and architects instead of perpetuating a global monoculture.
Paloheinä
2022

Kontula
2027

Kaarela
2025

2. Engage neighborhoods and the public throughout Helsinki with a network of varied
community developments rather than a singular tourist attraction.
3. Draw tourists to Helsinki by catalyzing unique and memorable experiences that express
the city’s personality.

Vanhakaupunki
2020

Vuosaari
2021

Vallila
2026

4. Achieve financial sustainability within 10 years using a self-supporting business model
that allows for ongoing expansion.

Herttoniemi
2023

Munkkiniemi
2028

5. Contribute to sustainable growth patterns, increase affordable housing, and improve
community engagement as part of a long-term strategy of civic participation and intelligent
development.
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Ruoholahti
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ArtHouse Network

Proposal
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ArtFoundation Site

The Helsinki ArtHouse Network
The Helsinki ArtHouse Network is an interconnected system of art and architecture
incubators and small-scale residential developments across Helsinki. It is not a conventional
architectural icon but a unique urban infrastructure that touches every member of the
city. The project consists of a central hub or ArtFoundation and a network of nodes or
ArtHouses located throughout the city in a wide range of demographic, economic, and
typological conditions. Each ArtHouse is a mixed-use project that provides creative
energy and affordable housing to the community. The network as a whole embodies a
commitment to architectural and artistic innovation and community engagement that will
define the identity of the next Helsinki.
Helsinki ArtFoundation – Site
The ArtFoundation is located in Munkkisaari, an area that is adjacent to the city center,
near established residential neighborhoods, and currently transforming away from its
industrial roots. Siting it across the city from the traditional tourist areas of the South
Harbor, Esplanadi, and Mannerheimintie engages areas that are off the typical tourist
tract yet vibrantly connected to the heart of Helsinki’s urban fabric. The Munkkisaari site is
ideally suited for a cultural institution, given its convenient access to public transportation,
its adjacency to both traditional city housing neighborhoods and rapidly developing new
areas, and its historically integrated Hietalahti harbor location.
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Helsinki ArtFoundation – Design
The ArtFoundation plans events, curates exhibitions, facilitates the day-to-day operations
of the ArtHouse Network, develops procedures for the ArtHouses, and serves as the face
of the network. The ArtFoundation is conceived as a major regional cultural institution
with generous public space for recurring art festivals, city events, and daily community
use. It includes a tourist center to introduce visitors to the ArtHouse Network, interior and
exterior exhibition space and concert venues, artists’ studios and workshops, and storage
facilities for network-wide art programs and festivals. It also provides office space and
conference areas for the non-profit organization that administers the ArtHouse Network.
Helsinki ArtHouses
A new ArtHouse is opened each year, gradually forming an ongoing architectural exposition.
World’s fairs, biennales, and housing expos are highly anticipated tourist events, often
influencing regional and international culture and leaving their physical mark on a city long
after their conclusion. By channeling the same public energy into a recurring architectural
project, the ArtHouse Network aims to attract significant media coverage while providing
for technological and cultural adaptation over time. Rather than a snapshot of a particular
time, place, and stylistic movement (as in the case of the Weissenhof Siedlung, the Case
Study Houses, or the IBA Berlin), the expo becomes a movie documenting longer trends
and shifts in priorities, values, and cultural sensitivities.
Imagine 30 years of ArtHouses and the consistent cultural, touristic, and architectural
attention this can represent!
Each ArtHouse is tailored to the specifics of its immediate neighborhood context, its
planning process requires collaboration with the community. Its program includes a
ground-floor studio and gallery for one artist (painter, musician, sculptor, film director, etc.)
with the remainder of the project dedicated to ordinary residences as appropriate for the
local market. This is not an artist colony, but the insertion of an artist into a specific urban
condition. The residential component integrates the project into the neighborhood, while
the artist component serves as an incubator for developing local art and affording stability
for the artist.
Traditional architectural competitions encourage creative problem-solving, but often
at the cost of countless hours of uncompensated labor and designs that are detached
from the locality. Committed to the welfare of young, creative individuals, the ArtHouse
Network administers an unconventional competition for the design of each Helsinki
ArtHouse, giving talented emerging architects a chance to design a breakout project.
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ArtHouse Competition Procedure
Too often, a talented contemporary architect waits years for the “big break”—often a small
commission or competition win—that finally ignites her design practice. The ArtHouse
Network reinvents the architectural competition. The two-stage process begins with an
annual request for qualifications (RFQ) for that year’s selected site, open to emerging
architects who have not yet built a significant project of their own. While the overall
program remains constant, the scale of housing changes based on site context (an urban
infill site may have an artist’s studio and 6 apartments, while an exurban site could have a
gallery with 30 or more apartments). Eligibility alternates each year between local Finnish
architects and international designers, to acknowledge global architectural developments
while fostering local interpretation (historically a strength of Finnish architectural culture).
From the stage one submissions, a jury will narrow the field to 10 entrants, who will then
receive information about that year’s program and site to develop competition entries
with local input. The jury, including representatives of the community, will choose the
winning project, and the ArtFoundation will guide the selected architect through the
subsequent design and construction process.

10%
10%

ArtHouse Site Selection
A primary goal of the ArtHouse Network is to create strong and sustainable links between
the city center, middle neighborhoods, and periphery. The ArtHouses are conceived as
catalysts in their neighborhoods—like the “Bilbao Effect” at a super-local scale. Sites are
selected based on various criteria, from socio-economic (upper, middle, lower classes)
and demographic (Finnish, immigrants) to housing type (urban infill, detached, apartment
blocks, council dwellings) and user type (nuclear families, single-parent households,
young adults, elderly). The goal is to select sites for open, safe, accessible, and affordable
housing in Helsinki’s full range of neighborhood types. The ArtFoundation will identify
these properties and neighborhoods for the ArtHouses while organizing the funding,
architectural competition, and construction process.

tourist/historic
worker’s housing
immigrants

Selected Demographics

To launch the project, the first three ArtHouses will be built simultaneously. With additional
ArtHouses built annually thereafter, in two decades there will be over 20 ArtHouses forming
a network across Helsinki—a network of ideas, of artistic commitment, each site and each
project distinct. Tourists will follow “treasure maps” through Helsinki, experiencing the
city and its creative culture in a new and powerful way.

Artists-in-Residence
Supported by Finland’s strong arts funding and commitment, the artist-in-residence
program at the Helsinki ArtHouses provides guidance, mentorship, and stability, allowing
the artists to explore and define an artistic point of view. In return for a 1 or 2 year
appointment, artists receive free rent and funding for their work. Once a week, all artistsArtHouse Helsinki - 4

in-residence host a scheduled open house in the studio space (the private housing is
not open to the public). Observing and connecting with contemporary art is a significant
attraction for local residents and tourists alike, strengthening Helsinki’s reputation as a
creative capital.

Jakomäki
2020

Paloheinä
2022

Kontula
2027

Kaarela
2025

By fostering emerging artistic and architectural talent, the ArtHouse Network provides
vital early support to the next generation of creators.
Vanhakaupunki
2020

Vuosaari
2021

Vallila
2026
Herttoniemi
2023

Munkkiniemi
2028

Katajanokka
2020
Ruoholahti
2024

Economic Stability
After initial investment, the ArtHouse Network will advance to a self-sustaining position,
with the rent from the ArtHouses reinvested in the program. In addition to continued
artistic community engagement, economic reinvestment in neighborhoods, and touristdriven development, the project could even pay back the initial municipal investment
over time. The goal is to deliver stronger city-wide impact for minimal investment rather
than perpetually gifting money to single-site corporate institutions.
ArtHouses are to be built only on brownfield or infill sites or as adaptive reuses of
existing buildings. Avoiding tabula rasa construction is a sustainable strategy to limit
cost and environmental impact while ensuring that the projects are integrated into their
neighborhoods.

Foundation HQ
Munkkisaari
2020

Launching the ArtHouse Network

The residential component of the ArtHouses provides needed housing for the community’s
growth and a consistent source of income to the ArtHouse Network to fund a maintenance
staff and the budget of the ArtFoundation. After the first 3 years (6 ArtHouses will be
approximately 150 apartments), revenue will be sufficient to independently purchase
additional sites, fund future construction, and compensate the architects and artists in
the program. In case the artist’s studio component of a given ArtHouse should prove
untenable, this element of the program may be converted into retail space after 5 years
subject to community request and approval.

Summary
The ArtHouse Network supports the life of the city and its citizens in a far more efficient,
integrated, and equitable way than by promoting a centralized corporate art brand. Not
only will the project receive positive media attention every year, but both tourists and
locals will flock to the ArtFoundation and ArtHouse events year-round. Imagine 20 years
in the future. Which architects will be featured on the global stage? Which artists will
challenge us through their work? Over time the careers of many of these creative thinkers
will have begun in the next Helsinki.
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ArtFoundation - Site Plan, Analysis
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ArtFoundation - Aerial View, Program
Existing Crane at Harbor Entry
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ArtFoundation - Entry View

Approaching from the city center by way of Sinebrychoffin Park, the City Stair stretches
to greet the visitors. The Tourist Center’s transparent opening is a clear destination to
learn about the ArtFoundation’s current programs. The City Plaza seamlessly flows into
the Harbor Plaza underneath the ArtBridge while the roof terrace provides elevated views
towards the harbor and back to the city.
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ArtFoundation - Harbor View

The Water Steps gently descend towards the harbor, providing space for outdoor
performances focused on the water. The raised ArtBridge allows visual continuity with the
cityscape while the ArtFoundation’s main lecture hall dramatically overlooks the Harbor
Plaza and Hietalahti. The remnant crane anchors the exterior sculpture garden, leading
visitors to the existing drydock now reused as temporary exterior exhibit space. The Artist
Center’s main meeting hall gestures over the water and towards the Kamppi District.
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ArtHouse Network - Call for Entries!
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Initial ArtHouse Network Sites: Proposed completion 2020-2030
The ArtFoundation and first three ArtHouses will be built simultaneously,
with additional ArtHouses built annually thereafter. Over time the
ArtHouse network will stretch across Helsinki—a network of ideas, of
artistic commitment, each site and each project distinct.
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ArtHouse - Urban Infill, Katajanokka
Katajanokankatu

Program
Painting Studio & Gallery
Community Roof Garden
15 apartments
Architect: Surface Office (Japan)
Artist-in-Residence: Tapio Saariaho
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View from Katajanokankatu

Katajanokka

View from Kauppiaankatu
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ArtHouse - Apartment Block, Vanhakaupunki
Program
Sculpture Studio
Public Sculpture Garden
50 apartments
Architect: Superlatiivi Arkkitehdit (Suomi)
Artist-in-Residence: Antti Salonen
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Vanhakaupunki / Old Town
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ArtHouse - Council Dwellings, Jakomaki
Possible Program
Glassworks Studio & Gallery
Community Workshop
20 apartments
Architect: Estudio del Sur (Chile)
Artist-in-Residence: Marjatta Aho
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View from Jakomaki Library
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